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Special Interest Group at the International Congress of 

Qualitative Inquiry (each year in May at the University of 

Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)

Email: DigitalTools@queri.com

Facebook: DigitalToolsForQualitativeResearch

Web: DTQR.wordpress.com

Twitter: @Digital_Qual

“Bringing together qualitative researchers to 

discuss the role of digital tools in the ongoing 

construction of qualitative research practice.”

Digital Tools for Qualitative Research



Three NVivo Highlights

1. Microsoft Partnership

2. Memos and Links

3. Queries

I: What do you like about 

working in this diverse 

team?

R: Diverse ideas in a group 

can help a group achieve 

better decisions and a more 

comprehensive lens.  But, I 

think some people don’t 

realize how much they 

benefit, individually, too. 

Because they keep logging in 

new ideas and new ways of 

seeing things. So, it’s not just 

a better group product or 

decision, the people actually 

walk out as better people.

The community organizers 

who seem most enthusiastic 

about their work (and 

perhaps less prone to burn-

out) see diverse angles on 

diversity. They see how it 

can help or have an impact 

in multiple ways. I wonder if 

there is a way to get 

community organizers to see 

these multiple effects. In 

turn, I wonder if they’d be 

more enthusiastic and less 

burnt out.

memo/journal interview transcript

A

Learning

B

Self-paced

C

Stress/Anxiety



Microsoft Partnership (1)

Starter - Green           Pro/Plus – Green & Blue     

• Documents Microsoft Word Document (docx, doc, RTF and txt) and PDF

• Audio MPEG-1, mp3, MPEG-4, m4a, wma, wav

• Video mpg, mpeg, mpe, mp4, avi, wmv, mov, qt, 3gp, mts, m2ts

• Pictures bmp, gif, jpg, jpeg, png, tif, tiff

• Web Content Web pages, Twitter, Facebook, YouTube

• Surveys Excel, Access, comma or tab-delimited text files 

• Reference Managers EndNote, Mendeley, RefWorks, Zotero

• Email Outlook 2010 or later,  any msg file



Microsoft Partnership (2)



Microsoft Partnership (3)



Memos and Links (1, 2, 3)

1. Memo

2. “See Also” Link

3. Hyperlink

I: What do you like about 

working in this diverse team?

R: Diverse ideas in a group can 

help a group achieve better 

decisions and a more 

comprehensive lens.  But, I 

think some people don’t 

realize how much they 

benefit, individually, too. 

Because they keep logging in 

new ideas and new ways of 

seeing things. So, it’s not just a 

better group product or 

decision, the people actually 

walk out as better people.

The community organizers 

who seem most enthusiastic 

about their work (and 

perhaps less prone to burn-

out) see diverse angles on 

diversity. They see how it can 

help or have an impact in 

multiple ways. I wonder if 

there is a way to get 

community organizers to see 

these multiple effects. In 

turn, I wonder if they’d be 

more enthusiastic and less 

burnt out. See Organizing for 

Power: 

http://organizingforpower.org

memo/journal interview transcript



Queries: Text Mining (1)



Queries: Matrices (2)





Yellow B

B (BUT NOT A NOT C)

Self-paced, but no Stress and no Learning

Red A/B

A AND B (BUT NOT C)

Learning + Self-paced,  but no Stress

Blue

A AND B AND C

Learning + Self-paced + Stress

A

Learning

B

Self-paced

C

Stress/Anxiety

Queries: Coding (3)
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